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The WFP Innovation Accelerator sources, supports and scales high-impact innovations to disrupt hunger.
WFP Innovation Accelerator’s path to scale

- **Frontier Innovation**
  - 6600+ Applications

- **Innovation Sourcing**
  - 343 Teams
  - 35 Cohorts

- **Innovation Bootcamps**
  - 90+ Projects

- **Sprint Programme**
  - 14 Projects

- **Scale-up Enablement**

- Field innovation hubs in Tanzania, Jordan, South Sudan
- First Regional Innovation Hub: Nairobi
- Full programme virtual
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3.7 million people reached
Media mentions from
$118M co-funding for scaling innovations

ShareTheMeal: Google’s “Best Apps of 2020” & Apple’s “Best of 2020”
CODA Services
DRC | Madagascar | South Sudan | Uganda | Tajikistan

32,118 people reached

Scaled to 41 health facilities in South Sudan
Producers Direct
Peru

Pilot running on blockchain

Smallholder Farmers
It’s time to #disrupthunger.
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